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WELCOME

Welcome to the 2012 Annual Report of the Centre for Energy-Effi cient Telecommunications (CEET) - a 
research centre focused on energy-effi cient telecommunication technologies. With support from Alcatel 
Lucent, Bell Labs, the State Government of Victoria, and the University of Melbourne CEET has now become 
a leading research group in energy effi ciency telecommunications. 

Telecommunications has changed the way we live and work, and these changes continue unabated. Around 
the world businesses, governments and individuals are embracing moves towards the “digital economy”. 
Fuelled by an ever-growing number of Internet applications and services, and an expansion in cloud 
computing and cloud-based business and commerce, data on the Internet is increasing at around 40 to 60% 
per annum. At the same time, the number of users is rapidly growing as the developing world embraces 
the Internet.

The Internet and the Cloud currently consumes about 2% of the world’s electricity supply. This is 
approximately the same as the total electricity generating capacity of Australia. If we do not fi nd ways 
to improve the energy effi ciency of the network, the energy consumption of network and the cloud, 
telecommunications could conceivably grow to more than 10% of world’s electricity supply and associated 
emissions within the next decade. If this problem is not solved, the World’s transition to a digital economy 
could be seriously jeopardised.

CEET’s research program is aimed at improving energy effi ciency to avert such an outcome. CEET’s vision 
is to drive research and innovation in energy-effi cient telecommunications for a sustainable future. In 
support of this vision, CEET has established research projects across a variety of technologies and topics, 
ranging from wireline and wireless access networks, high-capacity switching and routing technologies, to 
cloud computing and cloud services, and customer-based studies of the potential for energy star ratings of 
telecommunications services. This report gives an overview of this research and highlights some of CEET’s 
key achievements.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Alcatel-Lucent Australia and the Victorian State Government for 
their continuing support of CEET. Alcatel-Lucent has been a major leader in green telecommunications, and its 

support of CEET was recognised by winning the 2012 ACOMM Environmental Responsibility award.

ROD TUCKER 

DIRECTOR, CEET
LAUREATE PROFESSOR
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PARTNERSHIP

Alcatel-Lucent takes a global approach to sustainability and we see communications as a key enabler to 
address critical challenges like transforming our economies and bridging the rural inclusion gap.

We also believe that we have a key role to play in creating a low-carbon economy, not just because it will 
benefi t the environment, but also as a major driver of innovation and growth for the global economy in the 
21st century. 

Alcatel-Lucent’s solutions already help communications providers around the world to enable low-carbon 
applications in areas like energy, transportation and logistics, product dematerialisation and smart cities. Like 
other companies, we also practice what we preach by encouraging things like teleworking and more effi cient 
real estate across our own operations.

More importantly, Alcatel-Lucent extends a holistic effi ciency approach to the way we design complex 
networks with our customers, helping them achieve higher levels of performance while using less power. 
This is partly driven by innovation in products we’re already bringing to market, like our lightRadio wireless 
networks and FP3 processor.

We’re proud of these advances, but on current trends of internet data growth, we can’t ignore a looming 
explosion of energy consumption and the very real need to make the entire network more effi cient. This is 
exactly the work being done at the Centre for Energy-Effi cient Telecommunications (CEET) at the University 
of Melbourne.

CEET is a key part of Alcatel-Lucent’s drive to improve the energy effi ciency our networks and create a 
sustainable global digital economy. It is highly skilled and regarded by Bell Labs research collaborators and a 
valued contributor to the GreenTouch global industry consortium.

CEET is a fi ne example of industry and the academic researchers working together in partnership, aligned 
with global Alcatel-Lucent’s objectives and putting Australian innovation on the map. Its success is testament 
to the energy, expertise and passion of all involved.

Network energy effi ciency should be a priority for our entire industry and Alcatel-Lucent is very proud to be 
bringing it into focus through the world leading activities being undertaken at CEET.

SEÁN O’HALLORAN

PRESIDENT AND MANAGING DIRECTOR,
ALCATEL-LUCENT AUSTRALIA

RESEARCH SNAPSHOT

CLOUD COMPUTING, CONTENT DISTRIBUTION & 
INFORMATION LOGISTICS 

Cloud computing and content delivery are technologies that provide millions of users 
across the globe access to computing power and information (located in data centres) 
via the Internet. These technologies can be used to replace desk-top PCs with low 
power “clients” that are connected to a data centre located in other cities and even 
on other continents. If they are carefully designed, cloud computing networks can 
provide signifi cant energy effi ciency improvements relative to traditional computing 
and content dissemination (eg: via DVD’s, books etc.). This project is applying multi-
disciplinary research to determine the most energy-effi cient systems and network 
architectures for cloud computing and content distribution.

LOW-ENERGY FIBRE ACCESS NETWORKS 

Access networks are the least energy effi cient part of a telecommunications network. 
This is because the power consumed by equipment in an access network is spread 
over only a few users. In contrast, equipment power in the Metro and Core networks 
is shared over many hundreds, if not thousands of users. This project is re-designing 
access networks from scratch with minimising power consumption as a primary 
design parameter. Consequentially this project is an evaluation of all aspects of access 
network equipment.

INTERNET SERVICES ENERGY STAR RATING

Today most consumers of white goods view the energy star rating of the products 
a signifi cant factor in their purchase choice. With the dramatic growth in e-services 
and e-commerce, the collective carbon footprint of these services is increasing. 
Consequently it is important to guide industry and consumer behaviours toward low 
carbon options. This project is developing an energy star rating system for Internet 
services. By providing this information, this rating system will enable users to select 
lower carbon footprint services from service providers. This, in turn, will provide an 
incentive to providers to reduce the carbon footprint of their products. As with white 
goods, it is envisaged that such a rating system will drive innovation and change 

toward a lower carbon economy.
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RESEARCH SNAPSHOT

ENERGY AND CARBON FOOTPRINT OF THE NBN
The National Broadband Network (NBN) will enable many companies and customers 
to reduce their carbon footprint by replacing high carbon activities (such as book 
printing and travel to meetings) with low carbon alternatives (such as downloading 
data and telecommuting/conferencing). In this way, many expect ubiquitous 
broadband to assist in reducing a nation’s carbon production. However, there is a 
counter-argument (based on “Jevon’s Paradox”) that ubiquitous broadband will reduce 
the cost of commerce and so stimulate more economic activity. This additional activity 
will incur and increase in energy consumption and hence in carbon footprint. In this 
project we are developing a computer model that integrates the NBN into a model 
of Australia’s economy. This will enable the overall impact of the NBN on Australia’s 

carbon footprint and energy consumption to be determined.

FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS
All systems operate within the physical laws of nature and this places limitations on 
what these systems can do. For example, information cannot travel faster than the 
speed of light. The team is seeking to understand the constraints the physical laws of 

the universe place on minimising the energy consumption of communication networks.

ROUTER POWER MEASUREMENTS
At its heart, the Internet is an incredibly complicated network of inter-connected 
computers. The Internet uses switches and routers to direct traffi c between these 
computers. As the amount of traffi c fl owing through the Internet grows, the power 
consumption of these switches and routers will eventually dominate the power 
consumption. Therefore, it is important to understand the power consumption 
behaviour of these switches and routers. Although the manufacturers of this 
equipment have power models for their products, there are no vendor-agnostic 
models. This project is developing a measurement technique that will provide a power 
consumption model for any manufacturerd switch or router. Such a model is of great 
signifi cance because it enables a unifi ed approach to estimating and understanding 
the power consumption of the heart of the Internet.

WIRELESS BASEBAND MODELLING FOR LIGHTRADIO™
The purpose of this project is to develop models to determine the potential of the 
Alcatel-Lucent lightRadio™ cube to lower the energy consumption of wireless access 

networks while delivering equivalent service capabilities.

VIDEO CODING FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENT TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Video downloads and interactive video (such as on-line games and teleconferencing) 
are expected to become the dominant contributor to Internet traffi c over the coming 
years. Video data is encoded to reliably transmit it through the Internet. This encoding, 
and the de-coding that occurs at the receive end, consume energy. As the amount 
of Internet video traffi c increases, the encoding and decoding of this data needs 
to become ever more energy effi cient if we are to avoid a power constraint on the 

growth of Internet video services. 

ENERGY-EFFICIENT WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
It is well understood that wireless access networks are the most energy ineffi cient 
compared to other access technologies, such as passive optical access networks. 
One direct way of reducing the energy consumption of wireless is to reduce the 
transmitted power. However, this requires the receiver to extract a weaker signal from 
the background noise that unavoidably accompanies the signal at the receiver. This 
project is re-visiting the basic design principles of wireless receivers to see how weak 

a signal can be detected yet still extract the transmitted data.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF FUTURE MODULATION FORMATS
Telecommunications enables information to be moved from one point to another. 
Today this is mostly done using an optical fi bre communications system. An 
optical communications link consists of 5 basic “building blocks”: (1) encoding the 
information for transmission (2) transmitting the information into the link as an optical 
signal (3) the optical fi bre link which may include amplifi ers and other optical devices 
(4) receiving the optical signal and (5) decoding the signal to extract the information. 
Each of these components consumes energy but minimising each one separately will 
not provide a functioning link. This project is investigating how to minimise the overall 
power consumption of the link accounting for the interactions between the 5 blocks.
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Research Program : MODELLING
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The research, in this program, aims to drive a deeper understanding of the energy 
consumption of telecommunication networks enabling the development of more 
sophistsicated models. 

Some highlights of this program in the past year were:

• The adoption of the Cloud Computing, Content Distribution & Information 
Logistics project by the GreenTouch consortium. The project is now part of 
the Core Optical Networking & Transmission Group. 

• Growth of the team through the addition of Senior Lecturer Tansu Alpcan, Senior 
Research Fellow Arun Vishwanath and Postgraduate Students Tony Lin and 
Fatima Jalali.

• The Energy Effi ciency of Next Generation Networks project was completed 
in February 2012. The project results were published in academic papers and 
Michael Feng is due to complete his thesis in late 2012.

• The inclusion of a new research project “Wireless Baseband Modelling for 
lightRadio™” into the research theme. Senior Research Fellow Jeff Cheong 
joined CEET and this project team in April 2012. The team is collaborating with 
Marc Weinstein, Business Modelling Manager, Alcatel-Lucent, New Jersey, USA 
and Philippe Carre, CTO, Bell Labs Corporation, Paris, France.

The Modelling Research Program is managed by CEET’s Director, Laureate Professor 
Rod Tucker. 

MODELLING

Cloud Computing, 
Content Distribution and 
Information Logistics 

Research Team
Arun Vishwanath 
Chien Aun Chan
Fatima Jalali 
Kerry Hinton
Rob Ayre
Rod Tucker 
Tansu Alpcan
Tony Lin

Internet Services 
Energy Star Rating 

Research Team
André Gygax
Chien Aun Chan
Chris Leckie
Elaine Wong
Thas Nirmalathas 

Collaborators
Dan Kilper

Energy and Carbon 
Footprint of the NBN

Research Team
Kerry Hinton 
Rod Tucker
Sascha Süeßspeck 

Collaborators
Philip Adams
Terrie Walmsley

Wireless Baseband 
Modelling for lightRadio™

Research Team
Rob Ayre
Jeff Cheong
Rod Tucker
Olivia Zhu
Tony Lin

Collaborators
Marc Weinstein
Philippe Carre 

Energy Efficiency of Next Generation Networks
Project Completed February 2012

Research Team
Arun Vishwanath, Kerry Hinton 
Michael Feng, Rod Tucker

Collaborators
Chunlei Zhang, Jaime Llorca, Kyle Guan
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and content distribution services. This 
includes gaining a better understanding 
of how the energy consumption of 
cloud services is impacted by the 
use of different broadband access 
technologies, the types of applications 
provided by the cloud and logistics of 
distributing cloud data and applications 
across facilities in a geographically 
spread network.

A key focus for the research team 
has been determining the energy 
effi ciency of cloud-based enterprise 
offi ce suites compared to desktop 
computation, and how the energy 
consumption varies with different 
broadband access technologies. In 
order to investigate this, tools have 
been developed to capture information 
about the amount of data cloud 
transactions, such as Google Docs and 
Skywire, require. Different aspects 
of cloud services have been explored 
including remote word processing, 
uploading and downloading fi les and 
the use of specifi c commands such 
as cut, paste and delete. Broadband 
access technologies including 3G, 
WiFi and Ethernet access have been 
investigated as well as different 
browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, 
Internet Explorer and Safari.

Cloud Computing, Content Distribution & 
Information Logistics

THE PROBLEM

Cloud computing provides users 
on-demand computing, storage, 
and software services that can be 
accessed from any location. All that is 
needed is a network connection and a 
client device such as a laptop, tablet or 
mobile phone. 

Key benefi ts of cloud computing 
services include ease of accessibility 
to data and applications from any 
location and at any time. This has led 
to explosive growth in their use for a 
wide range of businesses and social 
applications. Another frequently stated 
benefi t of cloud services is that they 
are ”greener” than performing tasks 
on a local desktop PC.  The studies that 
produced this fi nding typically focused 
only on the power consumption of 
the computing resources and storage 
provided by via the cloud.  They did not 
account for the energy consumption 
resulting from the data transport 
between the user and the cloud.

 The power required to transport 
data between the user and the cloud 
computing facility depends on factors 
such as: the type of user device (tablet, 
netbook, mobile phone), the access 
technology (wireless, Ethernet cable, 

PON) and the distance between the 
user and the cloud computing facility 
(local or overseas). 

Researchers at CEET have already 
shown that wireless access networks 
consume more energy than fi xed 
networks such as FTTP, for equivalent 
transactions. Thus the proliferation 
of cloud computing accessed via 
mobile devices including 3G and LTE 
enabled tablets and phones is likely to 
exacerbate power consumption.

Another factor is the type of service 
being used. Cloud-based services 
such as video and audio streaming, 
IPTV broadcast services and video 
on demand, social networking and 
cloud-based offi ce suites are replacing 
functionalities typically performed 
on PCs.

 As demand for cloud services 
increases and high bandwidth 
applications like video on demand 
become more widespread, data 
networking and transport will become 
more complex and energy demanding.

THE RESEARCH

The purpose of this project is 
to explore the energy effi ciency 
challenges relating to cloud computing 
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The team has shown that word 
processing using a cloud-based 
application introduces overhead 
bytes that can be as high as 1000 
times as the original text data bytes. 
Each keystroke typically generates a 
maximum size packet of approximately 
1500 bytes in addition to around 
1500 bytes data for document 
synchronization between the client 
and the cloud server. Thus composing 
a text document online using a 
cloud-based enterprise suite can be 
somewhat less energy effi cient 
than composing on a low power 
user device. 
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Cloud Computing, Content Distribution & 
Information Logistics (continued)

Experiments were also carried out to 
understand the implications of simple 
commands such as text copy-paste 
and delete operations. The results 
have shown that copy-pasting into 
cloud-based enterprise suites is 
more effi cient than composing the 
document online, having an overhead 
of 15 to 20 times the actual data 
compared to 1000 times. Tasks such 
as deleting parts of the document by 
selecting the all required text before 
deleting is more effi cient than deleting 
one character at a time. Conversely, 
uploading a text fi le to cloud-based 
enterprise suites incurs a 2 to 5 
fold increase in data needing to be 
transmitted compared to 1000 for 
online composition. Measurements 
have shown that viewing the 
document online in the cloud incur 
a 2 to 5 fold increase in data, similar 
to  downloading the document from 
the cloud.

Experiments have also been 
performed to estimate the power 
consumption of cloud-based enterprise 
suites. The experiments were 
performed using Netbooks running 
Windows XP. Power consumption 
was recorded for the following 
scenarios: a) the Netbook in an idle 

state, b) composing a document 
on the Netbook with no broadband 
connection, c) with a broadband 
connection but no communication with 
the cloud, and d) using a cloud-based 
enterprise offi ce suite to compose the 
same document created in scenario b).

Comparing the power consumption 
in each scenario confi rmed that 
composing a document on the device 
(scenario b)) is more effi cient than 
using the cloud-based enterprise 
program to compose the document 
(scenario d)). Using 3G broadband 
access consumed more power for 
identical tasks compared with using 
a WiFi or Ethernet connection. Thus 
composing a document on low-end 
devices such as Netbooks and tablets 
is more energy-effi cient than using the 
cloud for performing the same task. 
The power consumption is dominated 
by the client device and the 3G 
wireless access to the cloud.

Future work will include theoretical 
and experimental studies of content 
distribution and the logistics of 
information dissemination. These  
studies will cover the various types of 
content delivery architectures including 
centralised and de-centralised content 
storage, peer-to-peer and hybrid 

content distribution architectures. The 
research program includes researching 
different forms of content access and 
transfer protocols including BitTorrent, 
Green BitTorrent and Content Centric 
Networking. The team will also 
investigate the suitability and scalability 
of these various content distribution 
strategies to deliver a range of services 
including broadcast IPTV, VoD, or data, 
with a major focus on the energy 
consumption of the network.

THE TEAM

Rod Tucker
Arun Vishwanath
Kerry Hinton
Chien Aun Chan 
Rob Ayre
Tansu Alpcan
Tony Lin
Fatima Jalali
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Internet Services Energy Star Rating
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THE PROBLEM

Since 1992, the Energy Star program 
launched by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and U.S. 
Department of Energy, for the white 
goods industry, has transformed the 
marketplace by providing trusted, 
unbiased information to consumers 
on reliable, cost-effective, effi cient 
products, services, and practices that 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

Telecommunications services, 
applications and end user devices 
consume substantial amounts of 
energy. However there is very little 
awareness of energy usage relating 
to telecommunications by general 
consumers. The research team aims 
to increase consumer awareness by 
replicating the Energy Star program 
for white goods and investigates the 
relevance of an energy rating system 
for the Internet. The new Energy Star 
Rating system, which rates various 
telecommunications services and 
applications will help consumers select 
green services and providers. 

Constructing a rating system for 
Internet and telecommunication 
services and applications is non-trivial 
as many different aspects of the 

world’s ICT infrastructure contribute 
to energy consumption, including 
telecommunications networks and 
data centres. End users infl uence how 
much energy is consumed through 
the choice of applications they chose 
to use, and the ways they connect 
to the Internet. In this project, we 
are developing an energy star rating 
for the Internet that aims to take into 
account these issues. Our objective 
is to design an energy star rating 
system that will transform the usage 
behaviour of the end-users on Internet 
services and applications towards a 
more sustainable and energy-effi cient 
approach. 

THE RESEARCH 

The research team has conducted 
case studies of existing energy star 
rating systems, including for the white 
goods industry, data centres and 
green buildings. It is clear that in order 
to develop a new Internet services 
energy star rating system that will 
become widely accepted, a general 
rating calculation model for different 
services needs to be developed so 
that it is easy to understand and 
implement. Therefore, the research 
team has developed a framework for 
the new energy star rating system. 

Our framework  consists of two 
major components: (i) the energy 
consumption and energy effi ciency of 
the Internet services and (ii) the energy 
effi ciency improvement factors of 
Internet services over a certain period 
of time. 

Since June 2011, the project team 
has been collaborating with Alcatel-
Lucent’s research arm Bell Labs, 
British Telecom, World Resources 
Institute (WRI), the Carbon Trust, and 
GreenTouch in developing energy 
consumption assessment models for 
different Internet services. Collecting 
network measurement information 
is a challenging task for network 
operators and service providers 
especially for networks that contain 
legacy network equipment, which lack 
monitoring capabilities. Therefore, the 
models developed by the research 
team are designed to utilise different 
granularities of network information 
available. However, as the granularity of 
the network measurement information 
decreases, the corresponding models 
have the potential to produce larger 
estimation errors. Therefore, the 
research team has examined the 
accuracy of these models under 
various network scenarios using two 

approaches: (i) a comprehensive 
sensitivity analysis through simulations, 
and (ii) a case study of a real network, 
the California Research and Education 
Network (CalREN). Both approaches 
show that the accuracy of the models 
depends on the network size, the total 
amount of network service traffi c, 
and the number of network nodes 
used to process the service under 
assessment. 

Telecom networks handle many 
different services that often use 
service-specifi c network equipment 
and functionality. A network can be 
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Internet Services Energy Star Rating 
(continued)

designed to increase the energy 
effi ciency of delivering a particular 
service. Therefore, the team has 
conducted a case study of how to 
improve the server centric video 
distribution systems using multi-level 
caching systems. The study elevates 
the conventional energy-effi cient video-
on-demand caching system problem to 
include user behaviour. The study found 
that storing video contents closer to 
the end users could potentially achieve 
signifi cant improvements in energy-
effi ciency. Furthermore, because of 
dissimilarities in user behaviour and 
limited cache sizes, caching systems 
should be designed according to the 
behaviour of user communities. 

The new Energy Star Rating system 
should encourage network and 
service providers to constantly seek 
improvements in energy effi ciency. 
In order to maintain the sustainability 
of telecoms networks over time, 
factors such as the deployment 
of new equipment due to traffi c 
growth, change in traffi c growth 
patterns, change in network utilisation, 
improvements in cooling effi ciency, 
replacement of legacy ineffi cient 
equipment with higher effi ciency 
equipment and the use of greener 

energy source are being considered. 
Using data from BT’s global MPLS 
network, the research team found 
that without improvements in other 
areas, equipment energy effi ciency 
improvement of around 25% ~ 30% 
per annum is required in order to keep 
the overall network emissions stable 
from year 2012 to 2022. However, 
with constant improvement in cooling 
effi ciency, the equipment energy 
effi ciency improvement requirement 
drops to 22% ~ 25% per annum. The 
research team is now exploring other 
improvement factors to be included 
into the overall Energy Star Rating 
calculation. The project team will work 
with collaborators over the coming 
months to gain a better understanding 
of how the market may implement 
such a rating system.

The project team is also aiming to 
develop an Energy Star Rating for 
end-user behaviour. This takes into 
account the energy effi ciency of 
the mix of services that are being 
used by the end-users, based on 
the applications they access and 
the access technologies they use to 
connect to the Internet. Ultimately, the 
Energy Star Rating will enable every 
consumer to develop their own profi le 

and offer suggestions for ways in 
which they use the network in a more 
energy-effi cient manner. The system 
will enable consumers to understand 
their contribution to greenhouse 
emissions while enabling greener 
ISPs to increase profi ts through the 
provision of energy-effi cient products 
and services.

THE TEAM

Chien Aun Chan
Elaine Wong 
Thas Nirmalathas
André Gygax
Chris Leckie

THE COLLABORATORS

Dan Kilper, Bell Labs
Members of Carbon Trust

MODELS

Energy Star Rating Systems
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Products
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• NETWORK OPERATORS
• VENDORS
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-TO-PEER

EMAIL,
PHOTO
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Energy Effi ciency of Next Generation Networks
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THE PROBLEM

The term “Next Generation Networks” 
(NGN) is widely used to describe 
the transition from legacy networks, 
consisting of a mixture of packet 
traffi c and serial traffi c, to networks 
in which all traffi c will be transported 
within IP packets. 

 A part of this transition is the 
deployment of Generalised 
Multiprotocol Label Switching 
(GMPLS) and Automatically Switched 
Optical Network (ASON) technologies 
to control fl ow of traffi c over the 
network. These technologies require 
extra equipment in the network and 
this will increase network power 
consumption. However, if GMPLS can 
be made energy aware and be used to 
reconfi gure the network to minimise 
its power consumption, there may be 
an overall saving of energy in GMPLS 
and ASON networks.

Packet based transport can be provided 
by several “synchronous connection-
oriented,” protocols that provide 
traffi c grooming in the time division 
multiplexed layer and have also evolved 
over time to support packet based 
data. More recently “asynchronous 
connection-oriented” label transport 

protocols, have been developed to 
support packet based networks. 

Synchronous, connection oriented 
protocols are intrinsically more 
energy effi cient than the IP packet 
protocol because the latter must 
interrogate the destination address 
of each and every packet, whereas 
the former does not. A synchronous 
connection-oriented, label protocols 
use a short label to direct packets 
through a network. Therefore, we 
would expect them to be less energy 
effi cient than synchronous connection-
oriented protocols, but more 
energy effi cient than IP.  To properly 
understand the energy effi ciency 
of NGNs, it is important to gain a 
better understanding of how these 
different protocols impact on energy 
consumption.

Another component of the move 
toward NGN is the evolution from 
IPV4 to IPV6. This evolution will enable 
a signifi cant increase in the number 
of available IP addresses amongst 
other things. The increased size of 
the address can incur a signifi cant 
increase in the amount of processing 
required in router forwarding engines 
to resolve packet addresses. However 
the use of asynchronous connection 

oriented label protocols may mitigate 
this problem. Today switches that 
implement these protocols alone are 
becoming commercially available and 
they are showing an energy effi ciency 
gain relative to IP routers.

THE RESEARCH

In the past year, the project team 
undertook a detailed analysis of the 
power consumption in a NGN and 
legacy IP over WDM network to 
determine how energy effi ciency 
improvements may be implemented 
as part of the evolution toward NGNs. 
The traffi c grooming and multiplexing 
capabilities of each layer and how 
these capabilities can impact on 
energy consumption within the 
network were investigated.

The project team developed power 
models for several types of NGNs 
that employ GMPLS/ASON. Network 
power consumption of these networks 
based on simulations of a range of 
mesh network architectures was 
calculated. The power savings relative 
to legacy IP over WDM network with 
the same network architecture were 
calculated and strategies on how to 
improve network energy effi ciency in 
NGNs were determined. It was shown 

that signifi cant power savings are 
possible when using NGNs.

A power consumption model for 
the network and Internet protocols 
was developed that accounts for the 
deployment of IPv6 and encompasses 
the impact of using label based routing 
in the core network. The model was 
used to explore the relative merits 
of IPv4, IPv6 and label based routing 
in terms of power consumption 
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Energy Effi ciency of Next Generation Networks
(continued)

in a network node. It was found 
that, for larger packet sizes, IPv6 is 
approximately 2% less energy effi cient 
than IPv4. Further, the model showed 
that the details of implementing 
protocols in a network node could 
have a dramatic impact on the energy 
effi ciency of that node.

The project was completed in 
February 2012. 

Postgraduate student Michael Feng is 
in the fi nal stages of completing his 
thesis on this topic. Michael is currently 
working as a Network Design Engineer 
at Ericsson.

Chunlei Zhang completed her work on 
this project in December 2011. She has 
returned to Jiatong University in China.

The project resulted in four academic 
papers, and fi ndings have assisted 
research in other CEET projects 
including research into Cloud 
Computing and Content Distribution 
and the Internet Services Energy Star 
Rating project.

THE TEAM

Kerry Hinton
Michael Feng
Rod Tucker

THE COLLABORATORS

Chunlei Zhang, Jiatong University
Jaime Llorca, Bell Labs
Kyle Guan, Bell Labs
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Wireless Baseband Modelling for lightRadio™
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THE PROBLEM

Wireless or cellular phone and data 
services have largely been delivered 
from large and powerful base stations 
serving areas of a few square 
kilometres. In selected high-traffi c 
areas including for example central 
business districts and shopping 
complexes, these have been 
augmented by lower power base 
stations serving limited areas.

A very recent trend in the wireless 
base station technology has been the 
development of compact modular 
wireless transmitter/receivers for base 
stations, of which the Alcatel-Lucent 
lightRadio™ cube is an example. 
These modules can be used singly 
to provide wireless coverage in a 
limited area such as a shopping 
centre or sports ground, or used in 
groups to build a more traditional 
base station. Importantly, when 
using several of these small radio 
modules together, by slightly shifting 
the relative signal timing (or phase) 
between the modules it is possible 
to shape the resulting wireless signal 
beam and deliver a stronger signal 
power to customer locations in part 
of the coverage area. As the phasing 
between modules is changed, so the 

location of the best signal coverage 
can be dynamically adjusted; this 
technology is commonly described 
as an Active Antenna Array. 

Such arrays can be used to enhance 
signal power, and hence data rates, 
in the base station coverage area.  
They also facilitate co-operation 
between base stations to minimise 
the interference that an end user 
might receive due to signals from 
other base stations.

Each of the transceivers is managed 
by a base station controller, essentially 
a computer generating the signals 
that the wireless transceiver is to 
radiate. Until recently, each wireless 
transceiver has worked with a specifi c 
controller located at the same site. 
Two recent initiatives include the 
pooling of numbers of controllers 
from multiple base station sites at one 
central site, and further, the migration 
of the control function from running 
on its own dedicated computer, to 
running as a software instance on a 
separate shared computer. Both of 
these initiatives provide many benefi ts; 
they facilitate the sharing of controller 
resources between multiple base 
stations and wireless modules, the 
sophisticated phasing adjustments 

between wireless modules to shape 
and steer the radio signal beams, and 
equitable sharing of the processing 
loads from lightly loaded base stations 
and busy base stations across the 
available controllers. 

THE RESEARCH

The purpose of this new project is 
to develop models to determine the 
potential for each of these technology 
developments to lower the energy 
consumption of wireless access 
networks while delivering equivalent 
service capabilities. The work will build 
on work already done by Alcatel-
Lucent in terms of current-technology 
modelling, adding the analysis of new 
wireless technologies and Active 
Antenna Array systems, the use of 
pooled and shared base station control 
functions, and extending the modelling 
to include demographic and network 
usage data for different markets in 
Europe and the Asia-Pacifi c areas.  

THE TEAM

Jeff Cheong 
Rob Ayre 
Rod Tucker
Olivia Zhu 
Tony Lin

THE COLLABORATORS

Marc Weinstein, Bell Labs
Philippe Carre, Bell Labs
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Energy and Carbon Footprint of the NBN

THE PROBLEM

Next generation broadband networks, 
such as the National Broadband 
Network (NBN) in Australia, are being 
deployed in nations around the world 
to meet future demands for high 
speed broadband. As broadband 
usage increases so does the energy 
consumption of networks. In addition, 
the energy consumed by end-users 
increases as more devices, such as 
TVs, tablets and other white goods 
become networked.

Despite this, the Internet and 
information and communications 
technologies have been identifi ed 
as having the potential to abate fi ve 
times the amount of carbon dioxide 
emissions (CO2(e)) that they produce 
(SMART 2020 Report, 2008). However 
the SMART 2020 report only looks 
at fi ve areas of application of ICT for 
carbon abatement: In buildings, for 
transport logistics, for dematerialisation 
of some commodities, in electric 
motors used in industry and in 
electrical power distribution grids.

THE RESEARCH

The aim of this project is to study 
the impact on energy consumption 
and carbon footprint of the Australian 

economy, resulting from deploying 
the NBN.

Of particular interest is the issue of 
two countervailing possibilities. Firstly, 
that the economic growth resulting 
from the use of more energy effi cient 
ICT will result in greater energy 
consumption and consequential 
CO2(e) production, which is the 
Khazoom-Brookes Postulate. 
Secondly, the expectation that ICT 
can greatly assist reducing mankind’s 
CO2(e) footprint.

The study will account the increased 
energy consumption of the network 
as demand for broadband rises and 
the energy consumption of broadband-
enabled customer premise equipment 
in the various sectors of the Australian 
economy. It will also include energy 
savings resulting from the use of ICT 
in the domestic, government and 
industry sectors.

The research involves applying a 
modifi ed version of a Computable 
General Equilibrium Model (CGEM) 
developed in CoPS to estimate the net 
social, environmental and economic 
impact of a nationwide broadband 
network, including the energy 
consumption and CO2(e) footprint. The 

model encompasses the 
Khazoom-Brookes Postulate to 
estimate the net effect of an NBN 
on energy consumption and related 
CO2(e) emissions.

This project is leveraging off work 
underway in IBES on the growth in 
use of current and possible future 
broadband applications in Australian 
society. With an understanding of how 
and where these applications will be 
provided via a nationwide broadband 
network, the project will use the 
CGEM to model the impact of these 
services on national economic activity 
and the consequential carbon footprint.  

The project will provide the most 
extensive techno-environmental-
economic model of a nationwide 
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broadband network to date and 
determine its impact on:

• National energy consumption

• The national CO2(e) carbon 
footprint 

• Overall economic activity in 
Australia; and

• Other “non-balance sheet” 
outcomes such as social impacts.

THE TEAM

Kerry Hinton
Sascha Süßspeck 
Rod Tucker

THE COLLABORATORS

Terrie Walmsley, University 
of Melbourne
Philip Adams, Monash University
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The research, in this program, explores the techniques that will reduce the energy 
consumption of the transmission equipment in telecommunications networks.

In the past year, the research in this theme achieved a number of successes including:

• The fi ling of CEET’s fi rst patent. In conjunction with Bell Labs, the Low-Energy 
Fibre Access team has invented a new approach to increasing the energy-
effi ciency of optical fi bre broadband access networks.

• The Energy Effi ciency of Future Modulation Formats project team was ranked 
the third top paper out of more than 100 papers in the subcommittee of 
‘Transmission Subsystems and Network Elements’ at the OFCNFOEC 2012 
conference. The lead author was Senior Research Fellow Bipin Pillai. An Li, 
a postgraduate student who contributed to this project, was awarded an 
Honourable Mention Prize in the 2012 Corning Outstanding Paper Competition.

• While working at Bell Labs in New Jersey during his 2011 sabbatical, Senior 
Lecturer Brian Krongold co-authored two patents.

• The hiring of Postdoctoral Research Fellow Jack Li from Massey University, New 
Zealand. Jack joined CEET in May 2012 and has become a valuable member of 
the Transmission research program.

The Transmission Research Program is managed by Professor William Shieh.

TRANSMISSION

Energy Efficiency of
Future Modulation
Formats

Research Team
Bipin Pillai
Brian Krongold
Hamid Khodakarami
Jack Li
William Shieh 

Collaborators
Dusan Suvakovic
Man Fai Lau
Noriaki Kaneda
Timo Pfau

Low-Energy Fibre
Access Networks

Research Team
Alan Lee
Jack Li
Rashid Quddes
Rod Tucker

Collaborators
Dusan Suvakovic
Keith Chow
Peter Vettter

Video Coding for
Energy-efficient
Telecommunications

Research Team
Margreta Kuijper
Mortuza Ali

Collaborators
Manzur Murshed
Abdullah Al Yusuf
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Energy Effi ciency of Future Modulation Formats
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THE PROBLEM

The technology of optical 
communications has undergone many 
advances since the birth of this fi eld 
in the late 1960s. Early low-speed 
systems used direct modulation to 
encode data on the optical carrier, and 
this later was replaced by external 
modulation as pressure came to 
increase the capacity and reach of 
single-channel. Wavelength-division 
multiplexing enabled vast increases 
in system capacity, and in today’s 
systems, coherent modulation and 
detection are being used to further 
increase the capacity of each 
optical fi bre.

Key to achieving high capacity in 
optical fi bre systems has been the 
development of high-spectral-effi ciency 
transmission using either polarisation 
multiplexing or high-order modulation 
such as quadrature phase-shift keying 
(QPSK) or quadrature amplitude 
modulation (QAM). These and other 
advanced modulation formats enable 
more data to be transmitted over an 
optical fi bre, but come at a cost of 
increased circuit complexity in the 
transmitter and receiver, and require 
specialised coding and decoding of 
the electronic data signal before the 

transmitter and after the receiver, 
respectively. This increased complexity 
potentially increases energy 
consumption in the system.

The objective is to develop an energy 
effi ciency and spectral effi ciency 
model of transceivers using advanced 
modulation formats and to use these 
models to optimise the design of 
next-generation optical transceivers.  
This will involve determining the 
trade-offs between minimising energy 
consumption of the various function 
blocks of the transmission system such 
as the optical link, electronic digital 
signal processing, and electronic to 
optical and optical to electronic signal 
conversion. This will, in turn, provide a 
framework for energy effi cient optical 
system design by determining the 
correlation between signal processing 
computational complexity, energy 
consumption, achievable bit rate 
and transmission distance of various 
advanced modulation formats.  

THE RESEARCH

One of our early objectives in this 
project was to evaluate the energy 
effi ciency of chromatic dispersion 
(CD) compensation using digital 
signal processing in the presence and 

absence of dispersion compensation in 
the optical domain. This is a problem of 
practical signifi cance because optical 
dispersion compensation has been 
used traditionally, but the improving 
processing power of digital techniques 
means that electronic alternatives to 
optical dispersion compensation may 
become more attractive. Our results 
show that the energy consumption of 
chromatic dispersion compensation is 
infl uenced by several factors such as 
optical amplifi er power consumption, 
number of WDM channels, bit rate, 
span length as well as characteristics 
of the dispersion compensation fi bre 
being used. Our OFC 2012 paper 
‘Chromatic Dispersion Compensation-
An Energy Consumption Perspective’ 
shows that energy consumption of 
digital electronic CD compensation is 
modulation format dependent. 

Our analysis shows that energy 
consumption of optical dispersion 
compensation is comparable to that of 
digital electronic compensation. Energy 
consumption of digital electronic 
compensation decreases with the 
CMOS process feature size. We also 
observed that energy consumption 
of a combination of dispersion-
compensating fi bre and digital 
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Energy Effi ciency of Future Modulation Formats
(continued)

electronics for residual dispersion 
compensation may work out to be 
lesser than using only electronic 
compensation in certain scenarios. 

More recently, a major focus of this 
project has been the development 
of a model of the computational 
complexity and energy consumption 
of Reed-Solomon coding, which is 
commonly employed in high-speed 
optical communications. This model is 
being developed in terms of number 
of electronic gates, latches and 
other key required elements. This is 
useful as computational complexity 
is an important indicator of energy 
consumption. This work is based on 
contemporary generations of CMOS 
technology and is also being projected 
to include expected performance of 
future generations of CMOS.

Combined with our model of energy 
consumption in Reed-Solomon coding, 
we are developing an analytical model 
to assist in evaluating the trade-offs 
involved between energy effi ciency 
and spectral effi ciency in optical 
transceivers. Higher-order modulation 
formats generally improve the spectral 
effi ciency of a channel, but they 
require more complicated modulator 
drive circuits in the transmitter and 

correspondingly more complicated 
receiver circuitry. Our model includes 
the details of the modulators as well as 
the modulator drivers, and quantifi es 
the impact that this circuitry has on the 
overall energy effi ciency.

We have also developed new 
approaches to energy-effi cient 
modulation through coding that 
helps trade off data rate for increased 
sensitivity.  Specifi cally, we are looking 
at codes known as short LDPC codes.  
This work resulted in a patent, which 
has been fi led. 

An associated activity has been work 
on estimating energy consumption of 
optical fast Fourier transforms (FFT’s) 
used in optical orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexed (OFDM). This work 
is associated with the GreenTouch 
project “Energy Effi cient High Capacity 
OFDM Signal Transmission”. Our 
analysis suggests that performing 
an FFT using this confi guration may 
require more energy than performing 
an FFT in the electronic domain. 
However, optical FFTs are useful if 
commercially available ADCs cannot 
operate at the large sampling rates 
required for high-speed optical OFDM 
systems. 

THE TEAM

William Shieh 
Bipin Pillai 
Brian Krongold 
Hamid Khodakarami 
Jack Li 

THE COLLABORATORS

Dusan Suvakovic , Bell Labs
Man Fai Lau , Bell Labs
Noriaki Kaneda , Bell Labs
Timo Pfau, Bell Labs
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Low-Energy Fibre Access Networks
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THE PROBLEM

The average power consumption for 
current fi bre to the premise (FTTP) 
systems is in the order of 
10 W/user. While this is currently 
the most effi cient access technology, 
reducing the power consumption of 
FTTP will have a signifi cant impact 
on the total carbon footprint of ICT 
infrastructure. This is because access 
networks are one of the biggest 
consumers of energy in an end-to-end 
wireline network.

In terms of energy-effi ciency, an 
optimal network would be a network 
that provides point-to-point connectivity 
to each user with a minimum number 
of photons per bit to achieve the 
required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The 
network would be designed such that 
the energy consumption is proportional 
to the payload. Estimates indicate that 
such an optical network could in theory 
consume less than 100 μW/user. 
However, several factors are not taken 
into account in this estimate, such as 
ineffi ciencies of optical components 
or drivers, quality of service (QoS) 
support, operations, administration and 
management (OAM) processing, and 
interconnections inside the 
access node.

THE RESEARCH

The research objective is to study 
solutions for the most energy 
effi cient point-to-point (p2p) optical 
access network and experimentally 
demonstrate record low energy 
consumption in the order of 100 mW/
user for 100 Mbit/s access bitrates. 
This will open up new opportunities 
for alternative power supplies, 
e.g. solar cells. 

The project team is analysing the 
lowest possible limit for each of the 
functionalities that contribute to 
the total power consumption, and 
providing solutions to minimise the 
total power consumption. 

The main goals of this research project 
are to specify, quantify and measure a 
p2p fi bre access architecture with the 
lowest possible energy consumption 
for a greenfi eld scenario, where there 
is no existing infrastructure. 

Early research focused on the energy 
consumption of the optical transceivers 
and the potential improvement of the 
energy effi ciency of optical front end in 
the optical access network. The project 
team determined the lowest possible 
power consumption using available 
technologies and compared the results 

among different technologies and 
network topologies including point-
to-multi-point (p2mp) and p2p PON 
networks with symmetric 10 Gb/s 
downstream and upstream data-rates, 
and consisting of 64 ONUs with high 
network loading. The results indicate 
that p2p topology can improve the 
power effi ciency of the electro-optic 
and opto-electronic circuitries by a 
factor of 10 compared to the 
p2mp topology.

Modelling has been undertaken to 
estimate the achievable minimum-
power-consumption of optical 
transceivers in access networks.  The 
results show that optimised optical-
frontend can potentially help reduce 
the power consumption of access 
networks. Low-power-mode VCSEL or 
electro-optic modulator (EOM) in p2p 
topology demonstrated the possibility 
for future energy-effi cient p2p optical 
access. Results refl ect that optimised 
optical transceivers in a p2p network 
will always consume lower energy 
than that of the TDM-based p2mp 
network. Among the considered 
topologies, the most energy-effi cient 
optical front end is the p2p-EOM. 

The team has also modelled the future 
40-Gb/s optical access networks 

and compared energy effi ciency of 
four different architectures based on 
non-return-to-zero data-format. The 
results show that techniques based on 
dense-wavelength-division-multiplexing 
(DWDM) and electronic switching/
splitting demonstrate superior energy 
effi ciency over other approaches that 
utilise optical amplifi cation at remote 
node, and coarse WDM. 

Research has also been undertaken in 
the following two areas:

1. Studies on optimal driving circuitry 
for the proposed low-energy 
transmitter architecture using 
electro-optic modulator (EOM) array.

2. Electronic-Switching. Another 
important power consumer in the 
optical access is the electronic 
switching fabrics. Before developing 
new energy-effi cient switching 
architectures, the team looked into the 
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Low-Energy Fibre Access Networks 
(continued)

existing technologies, as a reference. 
The aim was to understand the 
distribution of the power in state-
of-the-art switching fabric at both 
the ONU and the OLT. The basic 
switching functionalities include 
serialiser/deserialiser, memory, packet 
processor, data encoder/decoder, 
and quality of service management. 
The team modelled the power 
consumption of some functionalities 
and compared it with the fi gure of 
the commercially available product.  
The fi ndings showed that there can 
be a signifi cant difference in the 
consumption compared to 
commercial products. 

Work was undertaken on the energy 
consumption of the switch that is 
suitable for the p2p access. The 
expected results of this phase of study 
will be the reference-baseline for the 
future research on the optimisation of 
the switch-design. Future research will 
be more focused on the simulation or 
estimation of power consumption of 
the p2p access network components 
via mathematical modelling.  

In April, estimations showed that 
the minimum achievable power 
consumption of a 155 Mbit/s optical 
transceiver can be at least 10 times 

lower than an off-the-shelf GPON 
transceiver. Research was undertaken 
on the impact of CMOS scaling and 
the power consumption was also 
investigated. 

The fi rst-order power-consumption 
study of low-power optical-transceivers 
(Tx/Rx) was completed. Results 
showed that a power-effi cient Tx/Rx 
for low bitrate operation could be 
achieved by: 

1. Optimising driving circuitry  
2. Using suitable interconnect methods 
3. Selecting the correct light-source

The project team has collaborated 
with Bell Labs Seoul and intends to 
undertake a joint project in the futre.

PhD student Rashid Quddes, who 
contributes to this project, undertook 
a two month internship with Bell Labs, 
Murray Hill. During this time, Rashid 
focused on designing energy effi cient 
electronic-switching architecture.

In conjunction with Bell Labs, the 
project team successfully fi led a 
patent titled “Energy Effi cient Optical 
Transeiver Design for Optical Access 
Network”.

THE TEAM

Alan Lee
Behnam Sedighi
Rod Tucker
Jack Li
Rashid Quddes
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THE COLLABORATORS

Peter Vetter, Bell Labs
Keith Chow, Bell Labs
Dusan Suvakovic, Bell Labs
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Video Coding for Energy-Effi cient 
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THE PROBLEM

The explosion of video streaming, 
including YouTube and Video on 
Demand (VoD) applications, is driving 
an exponential growth in traffi c 
over telecommunications networks 
worldwide. By 2014, video is expected 
to constitute over 90 percent of the 
world’s Internet traffi c and over 65 
percent of mobile traffi c. In turn, this is 
increasing the energy consumption of 
telecommunications networks.

One way to reduce the amount of 
energy used to stream video is to 
develop energy effi cient video coding 
techniques. Existing video coding 
schemes involve predictive coding 
techniques from the 1980’s that are 
tailored to storage and broadcasting 
applications. Over the last three 
decades, these traditional schemes 
have been extended to adapt to new 
Internet and mobile applications, 
and are now required to predict 
transmission errors to ensure that any 
fi le is not compressed to the extent 
that it cannot be uncompressed 
intelligibly by the receiver. As a 
result these encoding techniques 
are now computationally complex, 
hence consume energy however 
the decoding techniques have low 

computational complexity. New video 
coding schemes are needed that 
take into account the very nature of 
Internet and mobile communications 
and lead to a better trade-off between 
compression rate and energy 
consumption.

Recently, a new paradigm of 
Distributed Source Coding (DSC) has 
emerged that is inherently robust 
against transmission errors, making 
it computationally less complex. 
DSC lends itself well to negotiate 
trade-offs between compression rate 
and error robustness. DSC-based 
encoding techniques have far lower 
computational complexity compared 
with traditional techniques and result 
in overall energy effi ciency gains since 
less channel coding is needed. Paired 
with the traditional paradigm, DSC 
can also facilitate high quality video 
communications among low-power 
devices and a centralized transcoder 
can then exploit energy effi cient batch 
computations.

THE RESEARCH

The project team is aiming to design 
and develop a new DSC based video 
coding framework that combines 
high compression rate, robustness 

against transmission errors and low 
computational complexity. 

The team is currently focused on 
compressing the data at the user-
end using a low-complexity encoder 
designed in the DSC paradigm 
and transferring the compressed 
data to the Cloud via the Internet. 
The compressed data is decoded 
in the cloud, where it can be re-
encoded using classical compression 
algorithms. Cloud decodes the 
compressed data and re-encodes 
them using classical compression 
algorithms. This compressed data can 
then be accessed via the cloud via the 
Internet.

The advantage of this scheme is that 
only compressed data is transferred via 
the Internet, which reduces the energy 
cost of transmission. Additionally, 
compression in the DSC paradigm 
involves low-complexity encoding 
while decompression in the classical 
paradigm involves low-complexity 
decoding. Thus this approach 
effectively shifts the computational 
burden to the “Cloud,” which has been 
shown to be more energy effi cient 
especially if cloud servers are powered 
by renewable energy sources.

The project team is continuing to work 
on low complexity correlation modeling 
and developing effi cient coding 
schemes in the DSC paradigm.

THE TEAM

Margreta Kuijper
Mortuza Ali

THE COLLABORATORS

Manzur Murshed, Monash University 
Abdullah Al Yusuf, Monash University
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This program explores the physical and mathematical properties of photons 
and electrons to enable the design and development of energy-effi cient 
telecommunications equipment. 

In the past year, the research in this program achieved some signifi cant successes 
including:

• The adoption of the Router Power Measurements project by the 
GreenTouch consortium. The project is now part of the Core Switching & Routing 
Working Group. 

• The inclusion of a new research project “Energy Effi ciency of Wireless 
Transmission” into the research theme. The goal of this project is to maximise 
energy effi ciency of a wireless point-to-point link by analysing and testing its low-
SNR receiver limitations. Dinuka Kudavithana has joined the project team along 
with Yue Xiao, a visiting academic from the University of Electronic Science and 
Technology of China. Jamie Evans moved to Monash University but remains a 
University of Melbourne Honorary Academic and an active project Collaborator.

• The awarding of a 2012 Australian Research Council discovery project grant to 
the Fundamental Limits project team. The research in “Energy effi cient sensing, 
computing and communication” is part of the Fundamental Limits of Switching 
and Information Transfer project.

The Fundamentals Research Program is managed by CEET’s Deputy Director, 
Principal Research Fellow Kerry Hinton. 

FUNDAMENTALS

Router Power
Measurements

Research Team
Arun Vishwanath
Kerry Hinton
Olivia Zhu
Rob Ayre

Energy-Efficient 
Wireless Transmission

Research Team
Brian Krongold
Dinuka Kudavithana
Jack Li

Collaborators
Jamie Evans
Yue Xiao

Fundamental Limits of
Electronics and Photonics

Research Team
Daniel Angley
Kerry Hinton
Jack Li
Peter Farrell

Collaborators
Andrew Greentree

Fundamental Limits of
Switching and 
Information Transfer

Research Team
Bill Moran
Daniel Angley
Darryl Veitch
Kerry Hinton
Peter Farrell

Collaborators
Andrew Greentree
Jen Davoren
Yuliy Baryshnikov
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Energy Effi cient Wireless Transmission

THE PROBLEM

Mobile data traffi c is exponentially 
increasing, and in 2011, the traffi c 
was eight times the size of the 
entire global Internet in 2000. Mobile 
video traffi c was greater than 50% 
for the fi rst time in 2011. Not only is 
the average traffi c per smartphone 
increasing, but the number of mobile 
connected smartphones and tablets 
is also increasing at a fast pace. Cisco 
predicts that mobile data traffi c will 
reach the following milestones within 
the next fi ve years:

- Monthly global mobile data traffi c 
will surpass 10 exabytes in 2016. 

- Over 100 million smartphone users 
will belong to the “gigabyte club” 
(over 1 GB per month) by 2012.

- The number of mobile-connected 
devices will exceed the world’s 
population in 2012.

- The average mobile connection 
speed will surpass 1 Mbps in 2014.

The exponential increase in data 
traffi c is also causing an exponential 
increase in mobile network energy 
consumption. The major issue with 
this is that wireless is not an energy 
effi cient transmission medium. Unlike 

optical fi ber or wireline systems 
like ADSL, wireless systems lack 
a controlled waveguide that can 
effi ciently direct the electromagnetic 
radiation from the transmitter to the 
receiver. Instead, a wireless signal is 
propagated over a large region; only 
a very small amount of its power is 
received where intended.  

The continuous growth and popularity 
of cloud-based services and the basic 
personal preference of being wireless 
over wired is causing the carbon 
footprint from mobile communications 
to become more and more noticeable. 
This problem needs to be dealt with 
now and in the coming years so that 
the future wireless standards are 
designed and deployed with a better 
sense of energy effi ciency and be 
more sustainable.

THE RESEARCH

There are two main ways to reduce 
energy consumption in the wireless 
physical layer. First, shorter distances 
between mobile terminals and base 
stations reduce the required amount 
of transmit power. The second way 
comes from information theory, and 
says that we can reduce energy 
consumption by using a larger 

bandwidth and trade off spectral 
effi ciency for power effi ciency. This is 
accomplished with stronger error-
control coding on the transmitted 
signal, which allows the receiver to 
operate with a much lower received 
power, and hence a low signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR). Such systems differ from 
conventional systems, as a signifi cant 
amount of error-control coding is 
necessary to recover the transmitted 
data when the received SNR is very 
low. It is this coding that reduces the 
spectral effi ciency and, according to 
Shannon’s information theory, allows 
for higher energy effi ciency. 

The theoretical energy effi ciency 
gains from coding a low-SNR receiver 
assumes proper synchronisation in 
terms of timing, clock frequency, 
carrier frequency and phase.  Each of 
these tasks is absolutely critical, and 
the failure of any one will result in 
failure of the receiver to recover the 
transmitted data.

The overall project goal is to maximise 
energy effi ciency of a wireless point-
to-point link by analysing and testing its 
low-SNR receiver limitations. 

The project team has fi nished 
preliminary work on equalisation 

performance of low-SNR receivers 
using a single-carrier frequency-domain 
equaliser (SC-FDE) transmission 
scheme. This study analysed 
performance and potential use 
versus SNR. 

The team has also worked on the 
carrier recovery problem via MATLAB 
simulations with a Costas loop and 
4th-power phase-locked loop (PLL) 
recovery.

THE TEAM

Brian Krongold
Dinuka Kudavithana

THE COLLABORATORS 

Jamie Evans, Monash University
Yue Xiao, UESTC
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cards and ports and to identify the 
individual power consumption of the 
introduced cards as well as continuing 
measurements on the chassis and any 
other shared sub-systems in the router.

Router power measurements for three 
different packet sizes of 64, 128 and 
1500 bytes in conjunction with varying 
packet and bit-rates were analysed 
to derive these estimates. Using the 
above set of packet sizes, the offered 
load to the router was varied from 
250Mbps to 10Gbps. 

Data from the experiments was 
analysed to understand how the 
power consumption of the router 
varied as a function of the data rate 
(in bits/sec). The results showed that 
the relationship between the power 
consumption of the router and the data 
rate is approximately linear.

The results also showed that the 
processing energy is independent of 
the packet size, since every packet 
must undergo Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP) and IP table look-ups. 
On the other hand, per-bit forwarding 
energy does depend on the size of the 
packet, since larger packets require 
greater storage energy.

Router Power Measurements

THE PROBLEM

The transmission of data across 
telecommunications networks relies 
on equipment such as routers, 
switches and cross connects to direct 
traffi c. These different elements 
of telecommunications network 
equipment consume different amounts 
of power depending on how busy the 
network is, and the type of traffi c that 
is being transmitted. 

Routers tend to consume signifi cantly 
greater power than switches and 
cross-connects. Routers require 
substantial computational capabilities 
in order to interrogate packets of data 
arriving from a telecommunications 
network in order to determine the 
packet’s destination, via an Internet 
Protocol (IP) address look-up, and 
forward the packets to that address. 
Switches and cross connects provide 
switching functionality but do not 
require IP look-up processing and other 
computationally intensive functions 
such as deep packet inspection and 
security functions that are undertaken 
in routers. 

THE RESEARCH

The project team is aiming to produce 
detailed power profi les of a range 

of network equipment such as IP 
routers, Ethernet switches, SDH/
SONET cross connects and OTN cross 
connects. The team aims to develop 
measurement tools for collecting 
data that can be used to develop 
detailed power consumption models 
for network equipment. This data will 
also help validate models and research 
underway across a range of CEET and 
GreenTouch projects.

Since December 2011 the team has 
been working on developing tools to 
investigate the power consumption 
of a commercial router based at the 
Institute for a Broadband-Enabled 
Society (IBES). The measurement 
system is vendor-agnostic. It provides 
a systematic approach for obtaining 
holistic and fi ne-grained estimates of 
the router’s per-byte storage energy, 
its per-packet processing energy and 
per-packet switching energy. 

Experiments have been performed to 
validate the system by measuring the 
power consumption of the router as 
forwarding cards, line cards and port 
modules are progressively installed 
and loaded with traffi c from a traffi c 
generator. The power measurements 
were designed to accommodate 
the gradual installation of more 

This methodology developed by the 
team can be adopted to profi le the 
power consumption of various routers 
and switches. Future work will also 
focus on determining the energy 
consumption of different equipment, 
including switches.

THE TEAM
Arun Vishwanath 
Rob Ayre
Kerry Hinton
Olivia Zhu

THE COLLABORATORS

Brad Gathercole, IBES
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Fundamental Limits of Switching and 
Information Transfer
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THE PROBLEM

Real communication and computation 
systems such as mobile phone 
networks necessarily use energy. 
We desire increased bandwidth of 
communication, while simultaneously 
reducing size, heat dissipation, 
and power consumption. Both size 
and power consumption restrict 
computational power.

Much of the very considerable 
literature on the fundamental limits 
concerning computational complexity 
relies on an assumption of adiabatic 
behaviour. This entails an assumption 
to the effect that the time taken for a 
computation or a communication can 
be arbitrarily long. This requirement 
leads to limits which are unrealistic for 
real systems in which high data rates 
of information and signals require short 
computation times for incoming data 
streams.

One of the most important 
technological challenges since the 
development of telecommunications 
has been the synchronisation of distant 
network clocks. These systems rely 
upon precise clock recovery from 

data streams and clock distribution 
over networks with dynamic latency. 
This problem continues to provide 
new challenges and issues as the 
Internet relies on ever higher digital 
communication speeds.

THE RESEARCH

This project team is seeking to 
understand the fundamental lower 
limits on energy usage in computation 
and communications imposed by the 
laws of thermodynamics, statistical 
mechanics, information theory and 
the requirement that the computation 
and communication occur in an 
appropriately accurate and timely 
fashion. 

The team is investigating the 
fundamental limits of the energy cost 
and ability to distribute clocks and 
to perform clock recovery for digital 
systems. This is being pursued via a 
study of the limits to clock accuracy 
and sychronisation via quantum 
models of clocks such as the Wigner-
Salecker clock. 

Any theory of the ultimate limits of 
communication and computation will 
involve the consideration of entropy 
in one form or another. An inclusive 
theory that takes into account real 
world constraints such as fi nite energy 
available to, and fi nite time limits on, 
computation/communication requires 
a sophisticated multi-faceted approach 
-- simply `minimising entropy’ is not 
enough. The team is investigating 
and develop more realistic limits 
on the energy required to perform 
computations and communications 
in real time. We expect to extend 
information theory to include the 
effect and meaning of the message. 
We expect that these limits will give 
a better guide to future research and 
development in computer systems and 
communications systems than current 
estimates of those limits.

THE TEAM

Bill Moran
Daniel Angley 
Peter Farrell 
Darryl Veitch

THE COLLABORATORS

Andrew Greentree, RMIT University
Jen Davoren, University of Melbourne
Yuily Baryshnikov, University of Illinois
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Fundamental Limits of Electronics and Photonics
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THE PROBLEM

Minimising power consumption in 
network elements such as routers 
and switches is an important focus 
for research on energy effi ciency in 
telecommunications. These network 
elements must undertake complex 
digital signal processing and computing 
activities implemented by large arrays 
of inter-connected digital logic gates. 
The energy effi ciency of these network 
elements is subject to a range of 
fundamental limitations determined 
by the laws of nature. These laws 
arise from quantum phenomena, 
statistical physics, entropic limitations, 
information theoretical constraints and 
relativistic processes, to name a few. 
An endeavour to improve the energy 
effi ciency of network equipment 
(i.e., reduce the energy per bit) is 
needed to understand where these 
limits lie to appreciate what further 
gains are available. 

THE RESEARCH

This project is investigating some of 
the limitations on reducing network 
element power consumption and 
size arising from the fundamental 
properties of electronic and all-optical 
digital logic gates. 

Today, the most effective technology 
for implementing logic is electronic 
(CMOS) circuitry. In the below 
fi gure (a), this displays the switching 
characteristic shapes for an electronic 
gate and fi gure (b) likewise for a 
photonic gate (Highly Nonlinear Fibre). 
We can immediately see that, for the 
purposes of implementing digital logic 
processing, shape of the electronic 
switching characteristic is somewhat 
superior to the shape of the 
photonic switch.

The project team is gaining a 
fundamental understanding of why 
electronic gates are lower-power and 
smaller than photonic devices, In this 
way, we can gain an understanding of 
the special properties of electronics 
that provide such a good switching 
characteristic. This understanding 
may also assist in improving the 
switching characteristics of photonic 
technologies. 

It is well known that the all-optical 
equivalent of an IP router cannot be 
as energy effi cient as an electronic 
IP router due to the large amount of 
signal processing undertaken in the 
router. Today all-optical technologies 
cannot match the functionality and 
low power consumption of CMOS. 
However, as data rates continue 
to increase, there is the question 
of whether electronics will be able 
to keep up. Current indications are 
that non-linear photonic devices can 
operate as rates up to 10 Terabits/
second. Electronics appears to be 
limited to 100 Gigabits per second. 
Knowing these limits raises the 
question of what role will electronics 
and photonics have in future routers in 
the long-term.

To address this question, the project 
team is constructing models for 
the power consumption and size of 
electronic and photonic gates to see 
what potential all-optical technologies 
have for matching electronics in 
terms of functionality, low power 
consumption and space requirements. 
This will provide guidance on the 
whether or not an-optical IP router will 
ever be commercially competitive with 
the electronic version. 

THE TEAM

Peter Farrell
Andrew Greentree 
Daniel Angley
Kerry Hinton
Jack Li

Figure (a)  

Figure (b)  
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MEET CEET’S TALENTED 
POSTGRADUATE 
STUDENTS
4 FULL SCHOLARSHIPS
6 TOP-UP SCHOLARSHIPS

DANIEL ANGLEY is working on the Fundamental Limits of Switching and Information Transfer and the 
Fundamental Limits of Electronics and Photonics projects.

Since I started at CEET I have been working on understanding the fundamental and practical limitations 
and costs involved in performing communication and computation tasks. The energy cost of computation 
in tracking and control systems, and of performing switching and routing, are a particular focus. To calculate 
these costs requires an understanding of how the limitations on the operation of physical devices relate to 
the abstract tasks of processing and transmitting information. 

I decided to choose CEET because it gives me the opportunity to work on interesting problems that 
combine elements of physics and information processing.

The thing I love about research is working towards understanding and solving unknown problems.

After I complete my PhD I would like to continue to work in a research related area.

When I’m not working I watch fi lms and live music.

AN LI is working on the Energy Effi ciency of Future Modulation Formats projects.

Since I started at CEET I have been working on the energy-effi cient modulation format for the future 
high capacity optical networks, which involves system design, coding and optimisation of signal processing 
algorithm and ultimately - to save energy consumption.

I decided to choose CEET because it is a research centre initiated by two famous organisations in 
the telecommunication fi eld - Bell Labs and The University of Melbourne. It also aims to create “green 
technology”which will greatly affect all of our daily lives.

The thing I love about research is that it can satisfy your curiosity and let you understand the mystery 
behind the ‘magic’. By knowing it, we may know and change the world!

After I complete my PhD I would like to stay in academia as a research fellow and continue my research in 
the same or relevant fi eld. My ultimate career goal is to become a renowned professor.

When I’m not working I like to play badminton, tennis, table tennis, soccer, poker and chess.
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MICHAEL FENG is completing his thesis on Energy Effi ciency of Next Generation Networks, since 
February 2012 he has been working as a Network Design Engineer at Ericsson. 

Since I started at CEET I have been working on reducing the energy consumption of next-generation 
optical IP networks. With the continuous growth of Internet Protocol (IP) traffi c in the telecommunication 
networks, there is an ever-increasing importance to reduce the energy consumption in these networks.

I decided to choose CEET as the energy consumption of the Internet has been gaining ever-increasing 
importance not only in academia but also in industry and CEET is at the forefront of conducting research in 
this area.

The thing I love about research is that it provides opportunities to foresee technologies that could turn into 
practical applications which may have the potential of making a huge impact on society in the future.

After I complete my PhD I would like to put the knowledge I have obtained and the skills I have developed 
into practice in industry.

When I’m not working I like to relax by playing guitar and enjoying sporting activities to refresh my mind.

DINUKA KUDAVITHANA is working on the Energy-Effi cient Wireless Transmission project. 

Since I started at CEET I have been working on fi nding the energy limitations of the channel equalisation, 
channel estimation, carrier and time synchronisation.

I decided to choose CEET I found the projects very interesting. I was also motivated by the fact that CEET 
has many resources and industry connections.

The thing I love about research is that it’s a challenge. I fi nd solving problems, in my own way, very 
interesting. I get to learn something new everyday. Research also gives you the opportunity to become 
someone unique in your chosen fi eld.  

After I complete my PhD I would like to work as a post doctoroal fellow. One of my career ambitions is to  
work at a prestigious organisation like Bell Labs. 

When I’m not working I like to go journeys and explore with my friends. I also like to play cricket and 
watch movies.

FATIMA JALALI is working on the Cloud Computing, Content Distribution and Information 
Logistics project.

Since I started at CEET I have been working on applying peer-to-peer(P2P) techniques for energy-effi cient 
content distribution in cloud computing based on geographically distributed data centres.

I decided to choose CEET as I wanted to get involved in a professional telecommunications research centre. 
Before joining, I talked to CEET researchers about their work and I recognised that being a member of CEET 
would be a great opportunity for me and it would allow me to reach my future goals.

The thing I love about research is that it is a perfect outlet to satisfy my curiosity about what is happening 
in my fi eld and how things work. 

After I complete my PhD I would like to take advantage of my valuable experience and skills which I am 
gaining during my PhD to join a research centre, laboratory, university or private organisation. 

When I’m not working I like cooking, going to the gym, visiting festivals and museums. I also spend a great 
deal of my free time at drawing and painting classes.

TONY LIN is working on the Cloud Computing, Content Distribution and Information Logistics project.

Since I started at CEET I have been working on a generic frame work for the next generation wireless 
cloud network including radio access network and core network so that radio and processing resources are 
utilised in an energy-effi cient way. 

I decided to choose CEET as I believe CEET is the best place I can regain my enthusiasm of “starting from 
the origin”, “knowing something new” and “challenging myself”.

The thing I love about research is that it is always challenging. Research requires bold imagination, stunning 
creativity, deep knowledge of what you have learnt and even greater courage to deny it sometimes.

After I complete my PhD I would like to go back into industry with my strong confi dence and solid 
knowledge obtained during my PhD study. 

When I’m not working I like to completely relax myself by swimming.
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OLIVIA ZHU is working on the Router Power Measurements project.

Since I started at CEET I have been working on measuring and predicting the energy consumed by a 
edge router at different traffi c load and packet sizes. I have also started to work on a new CEET project in 
collaboration with global Bell Labs offi ces. This work is looking into the next generation 4G network - the 
long term evolution (LTE).

I decided to choose CEET because energy effi ciency is so important to me as it will affect our future.

The thing I love about research is that i fi nd it inspirational and it always gives me surprises.

After I complete my PhD I would like to devote myself to energy effi ciency in the fi eld of 
telecommunications as a researcher. I would like to use what I have learnt at CEET to contribute to a 
green planet.

When I’m not working I like reading science fi ction.

RASHID QUDDES is working on the Low-Energy Fibre Access Networks project. 

Since I started at CEET I have been working on Silicon On-Chip Antenna structural design, experimentally 
observed antenna performance and verifi ed infl uence of interconnects on antenna characteristics.

I decided to choose CEET because there are a wide-range of experts in the research team who have a 
versatile know-how in the fi elds of telecommunications, photonics and optical networks.

The thing I love about research is it always keeps the door of creativity open for me and I love to be at the 
frontier of new technological innovations and developments.

After I complete my PhD I would like to work as a Researcher in a University in my home country where I 
hope to continue my research work. 

When I’m not working I watch movies, go hiking and travelling.

SASCHA SUESSSPECK is working on the Energy and Carbon Footprint of Universal Broadband 
project. 

Since I started at CEET I have been working on applying a Computable General Equilibrium Model (CGEM) 
to estimate the net social and environmental (energy consumption & CO2(e) footprint) impact of a national 
broadband network (NBN). 

I decided to choose CEET because of the in-house expertise and the world-wide collaboration between the 
industry and other research institutes, and its support of this and other noble research projects. 

The thing I love about research is the ability to explore the puzzles of life piece by piece while building on 
existing knowledge in order to come up with a better picture. 

After I complete my PhD I would like to draw on the skills and insights gained during my research and 
apply them by working together with an international team on large-scale projects in order to make a positive 
contribution. 

When I’m not working I like to explore the cultural variety the city of Melbourne has to offer, playing soccer, 
surfi ng with my supervisor and occasionally attempting to turn the world upside down. 

HAMID KHODAKARAMI is working on the Energy Effi ciency of Future Modulation Formats project.

Since I started at CEET I have been working on the effect of channel coding (FEC) in the optical 
communication system design from an energy effi ciency perspective. Firstly, I have investigated the energy 
effi ciency of different modulation formats when optimal channel codes are used via information theoretic 
concepts, and secondly, I am going to apply channel codes to see how it helps higher energy effi ciency of 
optical fi bre communication when looking at the entire transport system and network.

I decided to choose CEET as the centre has very well respected researchers who are collaborating closely 
with industry (Bell Labs). I also like how the centre is really energetic and has a friendly environment. 

The thing I love about research is that one is challenged to develop something that no one has ever seen. 
The most important thing is the change that a researcher can bring to the world in his fi eld. 

After I complete my PhD I would like to start a research and teaching career while using my practical 
expertise to have close collaborations with industry.

When I’m not working I practice singing, having fun with my friends, dancing, playing ping-pong and pool, 
and talking to my family in Iran via online video chat.
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PUBLICATIONS+PATENTS 
JULY 2011 - JUNE 2012

54

JOURNAL ARTICLES

Rodney S. Tucker, “Scalability and Energy Consumption of Optical and Electronic Packet Switching” 
Journal of Lightwave Technology, Vol. 29, Issue 16, pp. 2410-2421, Aug. 2011. 

R.S. Tucker, K. Hinton, “Energy Consumption and Energy Density in Optical and Electronic Signal 
Processing” Photonics Journal, IEEE, Vol. 3, Issue: 5, pp 821-833, Oct. 2011. 

Chien Aun Chan, Elaine Wong, Ampalavanapillai Nirmalathas, André F. Gygax and Christopher Leckie, “Energy 
Effi ciency of on-demand video caching systems and user behavior” Optics Express, Vol. 19, Issue 26, pp. 
B260-B269, Nov. 2011.

B. Krongold, T. Pfau, N. Kaneda, S.C.J. Lee, “A comparison between PS-QPSK and PDM-QPSK with equal 
rate and bandwidth” Photonics Technology Letters, IEEE, Feb. 2012. 

D. C. Kilper, K. Guan, K. Hinton and R. Ayre, “Energy Challenges in Current and Future Optical 
Transmission Networks” Proceedings of the IEEE, May 2012.

CONFERENCE PAPERS

D. C. Kilper, K. Guan, J. Llorca, G. Atkinson and R. Tucker, “Coding and capacity in effi cient optical 
networks” 16th OptoeElectronics and Communications Conference (OECC), Jul. 2011. 

T.G. Smith, K. Hinton and R.S. Tucker, “Delay and jitter in long-reach GPON” 16th OptoeElectronics and 
Communications Conference (OECC), Jul. 2011. 

Rodney S. Tucker, “Green Optical Networking” Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics/Pacifi c Rim 
(CLEOPR), Sydney Australia, Session 8: Symposium 4 - In-Building and Green Networks (IGN), Aug. 2011.

Chien Aun Chan, Elaine Wong, Ampalavanapillai Nirmalathas, “Energy Savings Dependency of IPTV 
Caching Systems on Similarity in User Behavior”The 37th European Conference and Exhibition on Optical 
Communication (ECOC 2011), Poster Session, We.10.P1, Sept. 2011.

Rodney S. Tucker, “Green Communications and Cloud Computing” 2011 IEEE Online Conference on 
Green Communications, Sept. 2011.

Bipin Sankar Gopalakrishna Pillai, Behnam Sedighi, William Shieh and Rodney S. Tucker, “Chromatic 
Dispersion Compensation - An Energy Consumption Perspective”Optical Fiber Communication 
Conference (OFC) Los Angeles, California, Impairment Compensation (OM3A), Mar. 2012.

Kerry Hinton, Robert Ayre, Arun Vishwanath, Chunlei Zhang and Michael Feng, “Energy effi ciency of optical 
IP protocol suites” National Fiber Optic Engineers Conference (NFOEC), Los Angeles, California, Inter Data 
Center Connectivity (NTu1E), Mar. 2012.

Behnam Sedighi, Ka-Lun Lee, Rodney S. Tucker, Hungkei Chow and Peter Vetter, “Energy Effi ciency in 
Future 40-Gb/s Fiber Access Networks” National Fiber Optic Engineers Conference (NFOEC), Los Angeles, 
California, Poster Session II (JTh2A), Mar. 2012.

Rodney S. Tucker, “Towards a Green Internet” Indian Institute of Science Conference, Apr. 2012.

P. Vetter, L. Lefevre, L. Gasca, K. Kanonakis, L. Kazovsky, A. Lee, C. Monney, X. Qiu, F. Saliou, and A. Wonfor, 
“Research Roadmap for Green Wireline Access” Workshop on Green Communications and Networking 
during IEEE ICC’12, Ottawa, Canada, Jun. 2012.

PATENTS

In conjunction with Bell Labs, the following 3 Patents have been fi led:

U.S. Patent Application entitled “Method And Apparatus For Effi cient Operation Of A Passive Optical 
Communications Access Network”
Serial No.: 61/543,824
Filed: June 2012
Authors: Hungkei Keith Chow (ALU-Bell Labs), Peter J. Vetter (ALU-Bell Labs), Ka-Lun Lee (CEET), Behnam 
Sedighi (CEET), Rodney Tucker (CEET).

U.S. Patent Application entitled “Forward Error Correction for an Optical Transport System”
Serial No.: 13/537,131
Filed: June 2012
Inventors: Timo J. Pfau (ALU-Bell Labs), Noriaki Kaneda (ALU-Bell Labs), Brian S. Krongold (CEET) 

U.S. Patent Application entitled “Blind Equalization for Polarization-Switched QPSK Optical 
Communications”
Serial No.: 13/335,326
Filed: December 2011
Inventors: Brian S. Krongold (CEET),  Timo Pfau (ALU-Bell Labs), Noriaki Kaneda (ALU-Bell Labs)
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EVENTS

Alcatel-Lucent and CEET presented the global innovations of Bell Labs and Chief Scientist, Alice White, at the 
University of Melbourne on the 3 November 2011. This event was part of the Bell Labs showcase tour which 
included Parliament House, Australian National University and the University of Sydney. The showcase tour 
included lectures and demonstrations of the latest Bell Labs innovations and CEET’s research program. Topics 
and speakers included:

• An Innovation View of the World by Alice White, Bell Labs Chief Scientist

• Immersive Applications of the Future by Jan Bouwen, Residential Applications Research Director

• The Emerging Directions of Wireless by Tod Sizer, Head of Wireless Research

• Optical Innovation by Sebastien Bigo, Head of Optics

• Low-Energy Fibre Access Networks by Alan Lee, CEET Senior Research Fellow

• Improving the Energy-Effi ciency of the Internet by Rod Tucker, CEET Director

Left to right: Tod Sizer, Alice White, Rod Tucker, Sebastien Bigo, Jan Bouwen and Alan Lee

On Monday 3 October 2011, CEET hosted the public lecture and panel session “Towards a green Internet: 
Do we need new power stations to support future broadband use?” at the University of Melbourne. The 
event was attended by academics, students, industry representatives and the general public. The lecture 
helped raise awareness about the importance of green telecommunications and green initiatives companies 
have been undertaking internally to reduce their carbon footprint. 

Speakers at the event included:

• Marcus Weldon: Global CTO, Alcatel-Lucent USA

• Phllip Kong: Green Practice Leader, Hewlett-Packard Enterprise Services Australia and New Zealand

• Mike Sandiford: Director of the Melbourne Energy Institute (MEI)

• Rod Tucker: Director of CEET

The event was proudly co-hosted by MEI, Alcatel-Lucent and the Institute for a Broadband Enabled 
Society (IBES). 
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AWARD WINNING

Alcatel-Lucent was recognised for their work in energy effi cient telecommunications research through the 
partnership and investment in CEET by winning the 2012 ACOMMS Environmental Responsibility Award.

This award recognises the important research activity being undertaken at CEET to increase the energy-
effi ciency of global telecommunications networks and highlights the leadership of Alcatel-Lucent and Bell 
Labs in forging fruitful collaborations between industry and academia.

The ACOMMS Awards is a collaboration between Communications Alliance and Communications Day. The 
awards recognise excellence in the wider communications industry, rewarding and profi ling companies 
which have excelled within the industry around the nation, regardless of size, location, and whether service 
providers, vendors, or suppliers of professional services.

Seán O’Halloran, President and Managing Director of Alcatel-Lucent Australia accepted the award at the 
6th Annual ACOMMS Awards Dinner held at the Sofi tel Wentworth Sydney Hotel.

Left to right: John Stanton, CEO, Communications Alliance, Seán O’Halloran and Petroc Wilton, Editor, 
Communications Day.

GREENTOUCH

GreenTouch™ is a global consortium of leading Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 
industry, academic and non-government research organisations dedicated to fundamentally transforming 
communications and data networks, including the Internet, and signifi cantly reducing the carbon footprint of 
ICT devices, platforms and networks. 

There are more than 300 participants from 45 member organisations located in 19 countries around 
the globe.

By 2015, GreenTouch’s goal is to deliver the architecture, specifi cations and roadmap - and demonstrate key 
components - needed to increase network energy effi ciency by a factor of 1,000 from 2010 levels.

Through the Institute of a Broadband-Enabled Society (IBES) at the University of Melbourne, CEET is a 
member of GreenTouch. 

CEET’s involvement in GreenTouch includes:

• Rod Tucker is a member of the GreenTouch Executive Board

• Kerry Hinton is the Chair of the Wireline, Core & Access Networks Work Group

• Bipin Pillai is a member of the Technical Committee

• Participation in 7 GreenTouch Projects including 2 projects run by CEET 

CEET Researchers have also participated the following GreenTouch events:

• GreenTouch Open Forum Session & Members Meeting, Seattle, USA, November 2011

• Workshop at SuperComputing Conference, Seattle USA, November 2011

• Green Telecom & IT Workshop, Bangalore, India April 2012

• GreenTouch Open Forum & Members Meeting, Texas, USA June 2012

GreenTouch provides an international platform through which CEET innovations can fi nd global impact. 
Furthermore, GreenTouch creates opportunities for CEET members to partner with other experts and leading 
organisations covering the full scope of energy and ICT networks.
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MEDIA+TALKS

MEDIA 

Carbon Tax Signals Change 
For  Telco Industry 
WhaTech, 15 July 2011

On the Frontiers Engineering, 
Greening the internet 
The Saturday Age, 10 Sept 2011

Rod Tucker discusses energy-
effi cient telecommunications 
The Melbourne Engineer, 15 Sept 2011

CEET Calls for telco collaboration 
on energy consumption metrics
CommsDay, 15 Sept 2011

How the Internet’s energy 
effi ciency will increase 1000 fold 
iTWire, 29 Sept 2011

NBN may reduce need for new 
power plants iTWire, 3 Oct 2011

Alcatel-Lucent and CEET present 
the legendary Bell Labs with Chief 
Scientist Alice White The Melbourne 
Engineer, 24 Oct 2011

University of Melbourne’s Centre for 
Energy-Effi cient Telecommunications 
fi les fi rst patent iTWire, 3 Nov 2011

20 (or so) powerful people in 
Digital Media (Rod Tucker)
The Power Index, 4 Nov 2011

IEEE GreenCom11 Highlights 
Latest Energy-Effi cient, 
ECNMag, 4 Nov 2011

CEET Claims breakthrough in optical 
effi ciency CommsDay, 4 Nov 2011

IEEE Online Conference On Green 
Communications Highlights Latest 
Advances In Energy-Effi cient 
Communications & Green 
Technologies RF Globalnet 6 Nov 2011

Professor Rod Tucker’s digital 
Media Power The Melbourne 
Engineer, 11 Nov 2011

Refl ections 2011, Predictions 
2012 - Part 2 (Rod Tucker)
Gazetteabyte, 19 Dec 2011

Rod Tucker awarded Medal 
of the Order of Australia
The Melbourne Engineer, 30 Jan 2012

The Top 50 (Rod Tucker) The 
Australian Newspaper, 23 Feb 2012

2012 Corning Student Paper 
Competition Winner Announced: 
An Li, OSA Org, 6 March 2012

Greening the internet by Rod Tucker
ABC Technology & Games, 2 April 2012

GreenTouch targets energy-hungry 
fi bre modems by Rod Tucker 
itnews, 5 Apr 2012

CEET Delegation on tour at Bell Labs
Communications Day, 12 June 2012

TALKS

A Green Internet by Rod Tucker
ICCE 2012: The Fourth International 
Conference on Communications and 
Electronics, 1 Aug 2011

Unlocking the Telecommunications 
Energy Star Rating by Elaine Wong 
Smart Power for Smart Telecom 
Networks,13 Sept 2011 

Energy Effi cient Telecommunications 
by Rod Tucker ABC Radio National - 
Future Tense, 15 Sept 2011 

Green Communications by Rod 
Tucker 2011 IEEE Online Conference 
Green Communications, 27 Sept 2011

Towards a Green Internet by Rod 
Tucker Towards a Green Internet - 
Do we need new power stations to 
support future broadband use? 
University of Melbourne, 3 Oct 2011

Towards a Green Internet by Rod 
Tucker, Panel Session ACS-TSA 
Greening ICT: Where is all our energy 
going? 24 Oct 2011

CEET Overview by Rod Tucker & 
Kerry Hinton Bell Labs Showcase, 
Parliament House Canberra, University 
of Sydney, 31 Oct – 2 Nov 2011

Low-Energy Fibre Access Networks 
by Alan Lee Bell Labs Showcase, 
University of Melbourne, 3 Nov 2011

OFC/NFOEC 2012, 4 – 8 Mar 2012 
1. Energy Effi cient Networking 
Short Course by Rod Tucker and 
Kerry Hinton

2. Energy Effi ciency in Future 
40-Gb/s Fiber Access Networks 
by Alan Lee

3. Energy effi ciency of optical IP 
protocol suites by Kerry Hinton

4. Power consumption on fi ber 
access networks by Alan Lee 

5. Chromatic Dispersion 
Compensation - An Energy 
Consumption Perspective by 
Bipin Pillai

6. Is All-Optical Signal Processing a 
Solution for a Problem? Workshop 
by Rod Tucker

Energy Consumption in 
Telecommunications by Rod Tucker 
IEEE Optical Interconnects, Santa Fe, 
May 2012 

Router Power Measurements by 
Rob AyreGreenTouch Members 
Meeting, Dallas, Texas, June 2012

Charting a Path to Sustainable 
and Scalable ICT Networks by Rod 
Tucker TIA 2012 Inside the Network 
Conference, Dallas, Texas, June 2012

Research at CEET by Rod Tucker, 
Kerry Hinton, Brian Krongold, Rob 
Ayre, Alan Lee, Chien Aun Chan
Bell Labs Crawford Hill, 8 June 2012
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GOVERNANCE

CEET’s governance structure is unique, comprising of senior executives from Alcatel-Lucent, senior Bell Labs 
researchers, as well as professional and academic staff from the University of Melbourne for the Operations 
and Advisory Committees.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Advisory Committee is a non-executive body, comprising four members nominated by Alcatel-Lucent and 
four nominated by the University of Melbourne. The Advisory Committee is tasked with assisting the Centre 
to achieve its goals and to maximise its infl uence and impact, including nurturing research collaborations 
between CEET and Bell Labs. The committee members include:

• Randy Giles: Executive Director and President, Bell Labs Seoul Korea

• Ric Clark: Head of Marketing and Strategy APAC Region, Alcatel-Lucent 

• Simon Harriss: Vice President Leighton Account, Alcatel-Lucent Australia

• Debasis Mitra: Vice President of the Chief Scientist’s Offi ce, Bell Labs

• Iven Mareels: Dean of the Melbourne School of Engineering, University of Melbourne

• Thas Nirmalathas: Professor and Head of the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, 
University of Melbourne

• Peter Taylor: Professor of Operations Research, University of Melbourne

• Charlie Day: Innovation Consultant to the Offi ce of the Senior Vice-Principal, University of Melbourne

Doreen Thomas, Professor and Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Melbourne 
is the alternate for Iven Mareels.

CEET thanks Stan Skafi das for his contributions as an Advisory Committee member. Stan was a member of 
the Advisory Committee until November 2011. 

OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

The Operations Committee is a non-executive body comprising four members nominated by the University 
of Melbourne and four members nominated by Alcatel-Lucent.  The role of the Operations Committee is to 
nurture research collaborations between CEET and Bell Labs. 

The committee members include:

• Dan Kilper: Member of Technical Staff, Alcatel-Lucent, Bell Labs

• Peter Vetter: Department Head, Alcatel- Lucent, Bell Labs

• Mickey Vucic: Principal Architect, Alcatel-Lucent Australia 

• Max Bryan: Principal Engineer, Alcatel-Lucent Australia 

• Rod Tucker: CEET Director, Laureate Professor, University of Melbourne

• Kerry Hinton: CEET Deputy Director, Principal Research Fellow, University of Melbourne

• Bill Shieh: CEET Program Leader, Professor, University of Melbourne

• Kate Cornick: CEET General Manager, University of Melbourne

Thierry Klein, Head of Green Research at Alcatel-Lucent, Bell Labs is the alternate for Dan Kilper and Peter 
Vetter. Thierry continues to assist the centre by volunteering his time and knowledge.

The Director of CEET was the inaugural Chair of the Operations Committee until 18 June 2012. On 19 June 
the Advisory Committee appointed Dan Kilper as the new chair.

CEET thanks Charlie Williams for his contributions as an Operations Committee member. Charlie was a 
member of the Operations Committee until February 2012.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Committee is responsible for the day-to-day running of the centre including management of the budget 
and ensuring the centre meets all milestones required in the funding agreements. The committee members 
are located at the University of Melbourne and include:

• Kate Cornick: CEET General Manager

• Kat Franks: CEET Offi ce Coordinator

• Rod Tucker: CEET Director, Modelling Program Leader

• Kerry Hinton: CEET Deputy Director, Fundamentals Program Leader

• Bill Shieh: Transmission Program Leader
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THE TEAM
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Rod Tucker
Laureate Professor, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Kerry Hinton
Principal Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Rob Ayre
Senior Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Jeff Cheong
Senior Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Alan Lee
Senior Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Behnam Sedighi*
Senior Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Bipin Pillai
Senior Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Arun Vishwanath
Senior Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Mohammad Rezaeian*
Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Chien Aun Chan
Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Jack Li
Research Fellow,
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

André Gygax
Senior Lecturer,
Finance 

Andrew Greentree #
Principal Research Fellow, 
Physics

Bill Moran
Professor, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Brian Krongold
Senior Lecturer, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Chris Leckie
Associate Professor, 
Computing and Information Systems

Darryl Veitch
Professorial Research Fellow,
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Elaine Wong
Associate Professor,
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Jamie Evans #
Professor,
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Margreta Kuijper
Associate Professor, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Mortuza Ali #
Research Fellow, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Peter Farrell 
Associate Professor, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering 

Tansu Alpcan
Senior Lecturer, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

Thas Nirmalathas
Professor, Head Of Department 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

William Shieh
Professor, 
Electrical & Electronic Engineering

10 POSTGRADUATE 
STUDENTS

An Li
CEET Top-Up Scholarship recipient

Daniel Angley
CEET Top-Up Scholarship recipient

Dinuka Kudavithana
CEET Full Scholarship recipient

Fatima Jalali
CEET Full Scholarship recipient

Hamid Khodakarami
IPRS Full Scholarship recipient

Olivia Zhu
CEET Top-Up Scholarship recipient

Michael Feng
CEET Top-Up Scholarship recipient 

Rashid Quddes
CEET Full Scholarship recipient 

Sascha Süßspeck
CEET Full Scholarship recipient 

Tony Lin
CEET Full Scholarship recipient

2 PROFESSIONAL STAFF 

Kate Cornick
General Manager

Kat Franks
Offi ce Coordinator

* Worked at the University of Melbourne 

part of the year.

# Worked at the University of Melbourne 

part of the year and continued as a CEET 

project Collaborator.
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Income Statement from 1 July 2011 to 30 June 2012.

FINANCE

INCOME

EXPENDITURE

Cash Revenue $2,000,000

$1,106,845

$1,671,634

$1,113,599

$63,772

$483,449

$14,247

$100,458

University of Melbourne in-kind contributions

Salaries

Student Scholarships

Centre Operations (including overheads)

Marketing and Events

Travel

Cash Surplus Carried Forward

$3,892,384Total Cashflow

$1,775,525Total Expenditure

VISITORS

ALCATEL-LUCENT

Alcatel-Lucent and Bell Labs’ researchers from around the globe have visited CEET to collaborate with teams 
and to participate in CEET events. Visitors to CEET include:

• Marcus Weldon: Global CTO, Alcatel-Lucent USA

• Alice White: Chief Scientist, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent USA

• Jan Bouwen: Residential Applications Research Director, Bell Labs, 
Alcatel-Lucent Belgium

• Tod Sizer: Head of Wireless Research, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent USA

• Sebastien Bigo: Head of Optics, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent France

• Moritz Steiner: Member of Technical Staff, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent USA

• Dan Kilper: Member of Technical Staff, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent USA 

• David Geary: President, Wireline Division, Alcatel-Lucent USA

VISITING ACADEMICS 

Chunlei Zhang from Lanzhou Jiaotong University in China, continued to work with the Energy Effi ciency of 
Next Generation Networks team throughout 2011. Chunlei left CEET in December 2011 to return to China.

Since February 2012, Associate Professor Yue Xiao has been working at CEET with the Energy Effi ciency of 
Future Modulation Formats team and the Energy Effi ciency of Wireless Transmission team. Yue is a visiting 
academic from the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China (UESTC).
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